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Who are we?

•

WeCitizens is a non-profit
organization, created in 2012

Development of a web tool to
select the party and / or candidates
that suits you the best
This is possible via a matching system based on a
set of questions.

A growing General assembly
Since its creation, the general assembly has
expanded thanks to its new members.
Currently, about twenty associations have
joined WeCitizens, including Test-Achats.

The voters' association
WeCitizens is positioned as 'Test-Aankoop'
of the voter, the "wikipedia" of political
actors, institute of civic education and
observatory of public management

WeCitizens

Neutrality
We guarantee political neutrality.

The biggest database in Belgium
Our database covers parties as well as
politicians.
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What problem are we trying to solve?

•
•

How to evaluate the candidates for elections? Who represents you the most?

Some groups (CSOs) write a
questionnaire to assess the
political candidates who defend
their interests/values the best.
The
effort
to
contact
the
candidates is so great that these
groups give up, and simply
question the parties. Following a
manual analysis, they can then
disseminate, by their means, the
comparison of parties. Unless
there is media coverage, the
dissemination of results is very
limited.

Civil Society Organization
(CSO), Interest groups

Difficult to
have a contact

Large number of candidates and
parties
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Our Solution – Basic offer
Determine the candidate and/or party that best meets your cause and your interests through our political
recommendation tool.
1. Questionnaire
WeCitizens revises the formulation of
closed questions selected by the CSO,
in principle half a dozen. The questions
are translated to be available in FR-NLEN.

2. Registration of targeted
candidates
WeCitizens makes a reasonable effort
to find and record in its database the
candidates for the elections

3. Answers' collection
WeCitizens sends all parties and all targeted
candidates an invitation email to answer the
questionnaire. Reminder emails are sent
regularly to those who have not responded.

4. Campaign tool
In order to increase the response rate of the
candidates, WeCitizens offers the CSO the campaign
tool. This is a web page that allows you to send, with
a few clicks, personal reminders to politicians who
have not yet answered the questions. The CSO can
disseminate to all his supporters the URL link to this
page.

5. Publication of the answers
Anyone who consults the Political Repertory of
WeCitizens finds easily and for free the
answers of the political actors. This databse of
the political world is the largest publicly
available in Belgium.

6. Candidates and parties’ ranking
The system compares the CSO's political positions
with those of the candidates, giving a score via
the questionnaire. The CSO then receives the list
of candidates ranked in the order of political
affinity. The CSO has a link to this dynamic result
page (that is, it is always up-to-date, given the
new information collected).
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Advantage of the tool offered by WeCitizens
A large number of advantages can be mentionned:

The CSO discharges administrative tasks
and can focus on communication,
mobilization and voter awareness.

The CSO can recommend many more
political
candidates
in
all
constituencies.
If the CSO collects the candidates'
answers himself, he would risk incurring a
bias.

The results page is dynamic and candidate
names are clickable to their profile in the
largest publicly accessible database.

WeCitizens contributes to the dissemination
of the results.
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Service level
We offer different packages according to your needs.

Standard collaboration
As previously mentioned:
Questionnaire: Formulation of questions and translated into FR-NL- EN
Registration of targeted political actors: selection of targeted candidates via the database.
Collecting Responses: Email candidates to invite them to answer questions, including reminders.
Campaign tool: web page for sending personal reminders.
Immediate publication of collected answers: Updated database of the political world.
Production of party and candidate rankings: The parties / politicians that match the most are ranked
according to the same response rate and this result can be shared.
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Service level
We offer different packages according to your needs.
Extended collaboration
In addition to "standard" services, this package includes:
a. Explanations
On the basis of the information provided by the CSO, WeCitizens
writes an explanatory note. This text of 800 characters maximum,
which accompanies the question, must be neutral. It explains the
context, what is at stake and, if possible, figures. The notice is
translated to be available in FR-NL.

d. Explanation page (operational service soon)
WeCitizens publishes, for each question, a webpage, accessible by
its search engine, where you can find all the available information
concerning the question. In particular a statistic on the positions of
the political actors. This concerns issues that fall within the
competence of at least one parliament.

b. Ad
The campaign (see (d) above) is announced in the newsletter of
WeCitizens, which is opened by more than 20 000 recipients,
including political journalists.

e. Virtual vote in parliament (operational service soon)
In this page of explanation will appear the result of a virtual vote of
each parliament concerned: if the question was submitted today to
vote in the parliament, what would be the result. The calculation is
based on the parties' responses, published in PoliticiansOnline

c. Political parties
If the political party reminder e-mail has no effect, more personal
steps are taken to obtain party responses. This concerns parties
with at least one MP.

f. Publication of the recommendation
WeCitizens publishes the list of voting recommendations produced
using its tools. In order to respect the impartiality of WeCitizens,
this publication is only possible if a sufficient number of CSOs (in
principle, ten) have used WeCitizens' collaboration.
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Service level
We offer different packages according to your needs.
Maximum collaboration
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Vote recommendation
A typical outcome is the list of candidates of a specific electoral constituency, ranked according to their score. By clicking on the
name of a candidate you go to his profile in PoliticianOnline.

PoliticiansOnline
More than 18 000 politicians registered. Around 5 000 updates per month. Includes all members of any Belgian government and parliament.
Includes parties, mayors, aldermen and a lot of municipal or provincial councillors.
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Helping voters to know which candidates match your opinions

WeCitizens
Vote recommendation tool
www.WeCitizens.be info@WeCitizens.be
CEO : Jean-Paul Pinon – 0497 527 751
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